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OUR INSPIRATION - LIFE AND WORKS OF LORRAINE ROBINSON
AND MAEVE COUGHLAN

Lorraine Joyce Lundberg was born in 1921 on a
dairy farm in a small town in Northern
Wisconsin. At a time when many women did
not go to university, Lorraine obtained a
master’s degree in Mathematics. She found a
calling in education and a worked as a teacher
for about forty years. Lorraine felt that
education was so important and would lead to
opportunities. As she traveled the world she
noticed the disconnect in some areas for
school opportunities and especially for girls.
She instilled this desire to educate the world
and help other women with her daughters. The
best way to help other disadvantaged
individuals would be by making sure these
people have the ability to an education.
LOMEF was started with these principles – as
the saying goes – give a man a fish and you
have fed him for one meal – teach the man to
fish and he can feed himself forever. LOMEF
teamed with ARF to accomplish these goals.
Lekha, Sabur’s wife, was Lorraine’s Thai
daughter and it made sense to combine the
resources to help as many people as possible.

My mother Maeve is one of
the inspirations of LOMEF.
Both my parents were loving
and deeply committed to
sacrifice to ensure I and my
siblings had a good education
and every opportunity in life.
Maeve went further and was
an
inspirational
singing
teacher who cared not just
about the music she taught
but the lives of her pupils.
Several call her their second
mother and credit her as a
deep influence on their
success. She showed in her
boundless enthusiasm the
much - underappreciated
impact that teachers can
make.

Anthony Coughlan
Co-Founder, LOMEF

Kathleen Coughlan
Co-Founder, LOMEF
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INTRODUCTION TO THE 20th ANNIVERSARY OF LOMEF
29 – 30 March, 2019

This event is being organized to provide a forum for LOMEF stakeholders to come
together.
Day One will be devoted to taking stock of what has so far been achieved by LOMEF
partners. What will be the mission in coming decades? Secondly to identify what are the
opportunities and challenges ahead to sustain the momentum and reach out to
most-deserving individuals and communities?
Day Two will be an opportunity for the sponsors, the management staffs, partner
organizations and beneficiaries to celebrate success and renew commitment to keep
LOMEF as well as partner organizations dynamic, innovative and relevant by evolving
effective strategies to overcome future challenges.
Above all, this event serves as a space and the meeting point to interact heart to heart and
nurture human relations, understanding and solidarity in our common strivings to make
this world more democratic, humane, compassionate, just and inclusive.
Also let us take this opportunity to specify our action steps and roles at different levels
towards mobilizing resources by practicing “Giving” at all levels, so that our common
target is met.
Towards that end, this Anniversary will draw inspiration from the life and works, of two
mothers, and the spirit of giving of the sponsors Mr. Anthony Coughlan and Ms. Kathleen
Coughlan. We shall have time to listen to reports and lessons learned from partners.
Finally we will develop future programs and strategize how collectively we can move
forward as a greater family.
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SPECIAL MESSAGES
Asst. Prof. Dr. Niramit Kunanuwat
President, Asian Resource Foundation
It is indeed a historic milestone that LOMEF is celebrating its
20th anniversary.
To survive, sustain and continue to assist hundreds of students in
Asia and parts of Africa, is indeed a great achievement.
It was possible, as I believe, due to generous financial support
from our very good friends Mr. Anthony Coughlan and Mrs.
Kathleen Coughlan and families.
I would also like to attribute credit to ARF and LOMEF staff
members who have been so committed and hard working.
I am sure LOMEF will remain active, relevant and helpful to the children as well as the
students of higher classes, in many more countries in the decades to come.

50 Years of Journey: Widening Family through Education (1969 – 2019)

Ms. Lekha Paireepinath
National Secretary, Asian Resource Foundation
In 1969, I made a long journey as an exchange student to the United
States of America. I was lucky to have the Robinson family, mother
Lorraine, father Roger and two sisters Kathy and Pam. This was a
great opportunity to learn, appreciate, adjust and widen my horizon
with diversity and nurture values of sharing and caring.
After coming back home, I completed my studies and I engaged
myself in social and professional work in various capacities in
Thailand and abroad. After marriage, Sabur’s wider engagement in
social work and networking in Asia and beyond activated mefurther
through ARF and LOMEF. Through Kathy’s and Pam’s marriage we
got Tony and the Coughlan family, as well as Glen and the Knowles family.
LOMEF was formed in memory of Lorraine and Maeve two great mothers primarily to
support the education of children. Now, its scope has been widened to offer scholarships to
undergraduate and graduate students and participate in humanitarian assistance in
disaster-affected areas. I am happy to be part of the ARF board under the leadership of Asst.
Prof. Dr. Niramit Kunanuwat and Mr. Adul Pooyathorn. Other board members include Dr.
Eakpant Pindavanij, Khun Manasanan Pongnarawish and Ms. Kewalin Wannakovit. All of
them are very dedicated and supportive.
I must acknowledge the great contribution of the International Advisory Council, the
Secretariat and field staff members, young volunteers, ARF national chapters and alumni of
IIPDS, in the field of education, humanitarian assistance, development and peace-building
work.
I am sure that the 20th Anniversary of LOMEF will inspire all of us to reach out, in the coming
years, to more children, students and families, who need us the most.
LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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Mr. Anthony Coughlan
Co-Founder, LOMEF

Ms. Kathleen Coughlan
Co-Founder, LOMEF

Kathy and I are very proud to celebrate the
20th anniversary of our partnership with
Asian Resource Foundation and its
partners. While we live in Chicago, we have
an international family. I am from Ireland,
Kathy and her family came to the United
States from Sweden, our eldest daughters,
Carolyn and Stephanie, were born in
California, our third daughter, Elizabeth,
was born in the UK and our youngest three
children were adopted from Russia. We are
proud of all the countries and our international heritage. However, we also have a deep
conviction that God does not recognize man-made borders and all people are born with an
equal right to live, be nurtured and have access to education and opportunity. We’ve also
been fortunate in life, through our families and friends and in our careers and with each other
and we have had the opportunity to help others. We chose to do this first by having and
adopting children and we have chosen to support others through our education fund, LOMEF
in partnership with ARF.
We have known the founding family of ARF, Mr. M. Abdus Sabur and Ms. Lehka Paireepinath
for almost 50 years. We have admired them and their children and their organization's
vocation to peace and empowerment through both our joint programs and our personal
friendship. There are many NGOs in the world doing great work, so why focus on ARF? First,
of course is our long-term friendship with the ARF founding family, but primarily we have
tremendous admiration for those that choose to follow their vocations to work in NGOs for
less monetary reward but in ways that can greatly improve conditions of so many poor
people. Secondly, from our own experience, we firmly believe that education is a sure way to
eventually raise the poor from poverty and provide them with opportunity. Through ARF,
LOMEF can impact the education of many children and also their parents in ways that
encourage them to let their children go to school. Thirdly, from our annual participation in
the ARF Congress meetings, we have met so many others who work with ARF in many
countries of Southeast Asia and Uganda and we have developed enduring friendships. On our
many visits, we have participated in field trips to partner sites in India, Sri Lanka, Laos,
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Uganda and Nepal. We have seen
first-hand both the plight of many people were struggling to make it and the tremendous
work that’s done by you, our partners.
We also hope that through our participation, we can also help to bridge the great divides an
understanding in the world today and to help everyone realize that, governments apart,
individuals from all over the world care about each other, no matter their color or religion
and want to help those who need it.
We have greatly expanded our commitment over the years and hope to continue to do so in the
future. We have been fortunate to work with several ARF and LOMEF coordinators who have
helped us to reach out from Chicago to those in need, particularly Lisa Schenk, Ishak Mia Sohel,
Yanin Wongmai and Kiran Bohara, for whose contributions we are very appreciative. I regret I
am not able to attend the 20th anniversary celebration in person but know that I am with there
with you in spirit. May God bless you all and thank you for your great contributions.
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Mr. Mohammad Abdus Sabur
Secretary General, Asian Resource Foundation
On the occasion of the 20th Anniversary Celebration of LOMEF
which is taking place at IIPDs on 29-30 March, it is our great
pleasure to welcome all of you who are coming from near and far
to share personal experiences, wisdom and inspiration.
I believe we are united by nurturing a common vision of making
this world a better place for all children and particularly those
who are struggling to survive and fulfill their dream of having an
education which will enable them to live with dignity.
We are inspired by the lifelong contribution of two noble mothers
as well as teachers in the field of education. They are the late
Lorraine Joyce Robinson and Meave Coughlan.
I learned about the Robinson family through my beloved wife Lekha Paireepinath. I had an
opportunity to meet Dad Roger Robinson, Pam and Glen at LA airport at midnight after
reaching home, I met Mom Lorraine. I was greatly touched by their warm and kind
hospitality. Their door was always wide open to welcome people coming from distant
lands and belonging to different religions and cultures.
I did not have opportunity to meet Meave Coughlan and Vincent Coughlan but I could feel
their presence in our dear friend Anthony Coughlan who married Kathy.
I was touched by their generosity, when LOMEF came into being. As co-founders of
LOMEF, they demonstrated their farsightedness and commitment through generous
donation and active participation in planning and following up the implementation of the
program.
It helped ARF to reach out to children and empower them with education, knowledge and
the spirit to inspire and embrace others as our own.
In order to make an organization dynamic and effective, there is always a need for human
resources. I would like to acknowledge the dedication and contribution of LOMEF past
Coordinators namely Ms. Lisa Schenk, Mr. Ishak Mia Sohel and Ms. Yanin Wongmai.
Mr. Kiran Bohara is the present coordinator of LOMEF. He deserves our appreciation for
his hard work in compiling this Anniversary booklet. Let us extend all possible support to
him so that under his leadership LOMEF reaches a new height.
Let us join LOMEF efforts to make this God’s kingdom a better place for everyone,
particularly those who are excluded children and assist them to be fully integrated in
realizing their untapped potential to be pioneers and future leaders towards social
transformation.

LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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MESSAGES FROM FORMER LOMEF CO-ORDINATORS
Ms. Lisa Schenk
Former LOMEF Coordinator
“I believe that education is the only wealth that we can carry
with us in any situation of life and is the basis of living as human
in the 21st century”.
This reflection came from a Bhutanese youth living in the Jhapa
refugee camp of Nepal who was supported with a LOMEF
scholarship to attend secondary school many years ago. He
recognized just what an important gift education is. Throughout
my time as a LOMEF administrator it was that sentiment, and
Lorraine and Maeve’s belief in the importance of education that
drove me to promote and celebrate this wonderful fund.
Twenty years later and LOMEF is still going strong and supporting many programs
around the world. What an incredible feat that demonstrates the efforts of the various
administrators, local program coordinators, all financial contributors and participants. It
was my pleasure to be a part of such an inspiring fund for so many years. May it continue
for another 20 years!!!!!!!!

Mr. Ishak Mia Sohel
Former LOMEF Coordinator
I am indeed very glad that LOMEF is celebrating its 20th
anniversary. Since the fund was established, it has been
relentlessly working to change the lives of disadvantaged
children in gaining access to formal and non-formal education
irrespective of their religion, gender, nationality, race and caste. I
am thankful for the opportunity I had been given to coordinate
and manage LOMEF Children Education Program for three and
half years. It was a real pleasure and a learning experience
working with its sponsors, program partners and over 2,000
child beneficiaries across 12 countries in South and Southeast
Asia and Africa. The most satisfying moments at LOMEF for me were to see the radiant faces
of the children while they learn in the classroom. I hope the time is not far when LOMEF will
be able to reach out to a million of disadvantaged and vulnerable children worldwide.

Ms. Yanin Wongmai
Former LOMEF Coordinator
It is my pleasure to be involved in LOMEF Children's Education
program administered by the Asian Resource Foundation. I would
like to sincerely thank LOMEF for the experience shared and
opportunity offered and good times had during my daily work for
the LOMEF Children Education program. I wish the program be
successful in striving for promoting children's education in South
and Southeast Asia and Africa.
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MESSAGES FROM PROGRAM PARTNERS
Mr. Kizito Anguyo
External project coordinator/Director Donor relations Aliba Parents and Nursery
Primary), School, (APNUPS Uganda)
Dear Friends,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Aliba Parents and Nursery
Primary School (APNUPS), the staff and management, the entire
stakeholders in Uganda and on my own behalf, I would like to
express our joy and sincere appreciation in recognition of
LOMEF’s continuous support to us as we join the rest of her
boundary partners worldwide to commemorate the “20 Years of
her existence in Helping Communities Grow and Thrive through
EDUCATION”. Of these 20 years, we have proudly been part of
LOMEF for close to five years now. At the time of establishment
of APNUPS we lacked almost everything necessary to start a school. In particular, our needs
stretched from classroom infrastructure to finances for running costs. Our partnership with
LOMEF from 2014 ensured these necessities and brought APNUPS to existence.
To date we have one classroom block with office space for the Nursery section and another
one classroom block with office space for the primary section, built with support from
LOMEF, benefiting directly close to 300 children (both nursery and primary and the figures
are projected to go up as we shall open the rest of the classes up to primary 7) and 19
teaching and non-teaching staff. These successes we have registered so far have not only
been possible due to LOMEF’s financial assistance alone, but also due to the trust her
leadership had and continues to have in us. This as such points to evidence that
cooperation based on trust and mutual respect as we have enjoyed with LOMEF in the past
years is productive. We applaud you for that and pray to continue with the same spirit.
This event is therefore a true celebration of the past, present, and future of LOMEF of
which we have become a part. It is an opportunity for us to honor those who helped
establish the organization 20 years ago. It is a chance to acknowledge her partnership
with ARF that gave birth to APNUPS. It is a time to recognize those who developed,
implemented, and currently deliver rich programs and services in support of various
education programs though out the world. It is also a time to take a glimpse into our
future and forge a way forward that will continue to help us impact whole neighborhoods
through our role as a local community school.
In the spirit of celebration, we would like to acknowledge each of you team members of
LOMEF, namely: the Coughlan family, Mr. Abdus Sabur, Mr. Kiran Bohara, all previous
LOMEF staffS we worked with, among others, for making us what we are now and for
years to come. Your contributions are invaluable to our organization.
We are proud of the accomplishments of LOMEF over the past 20 years and recognize
that we could not have delivered on our mission without your support. We look forward
to your continued partnership in helping APNUPS and surrounding communities
together, grow and thrive through education.
Long live LOMEF!
LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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Md. Ataur Rahman Sabur
President, Namijan Aftabi Foundation (NAF), Bangladesh
Education plays a vital role to the development of a nation and to
create a civilized society. Quality educational institution helps to
reveal the latent talent of students. It is possible to make our
young learner to transform into active human resource through
modern science, information communication and technology. It is
my firm belief that LOMEF has helped create such changes
through its support. Many poor and meritorious students of
Bangladesh are studying at college and universities through
scholarship support from LOMEF. Hundreds of students are
studying at primary and secondary schools without fees from the
help of LOMEF. I would like to express my cordial wishes and congratulation of all the
authorities, teachers and workers to fulfill 20 years milestone.
I am very glad to know that a magazine is going to publish for the 20 years compliment of
LOMEF. I wish a brilliant success of LOMEF!!

M. I. Hussain
Project Manager, PDA Children’s Education Program
Mannar, Sri Lanka.
I am glad about the 20th anniversary celebration of LOMEF. Thank
you LOMEF for your devotion in supporting children and the
great support in bringing up the educational status of the children
of Mannar Sri lanka for the last eight years. We also express our
thanks on behalf of benefitted children.

Dr. Manor D. Shaiyed
Advisor and Founder member of ARF Nepal
Greetings of peace from Nepal! I am so glad to write few words
regarding the auspicious occasion of LOMEF 20th anniversary
and express sincere congratulation to Mr. Tony and Ms. Kathy
for helping Nepalese children and communities. Being LOMEF’s
partner in Nepal for more than a decade, I want to highlight that
LOMEF had helped Nepal, especially in educational sector, by
which we could support around 2,500 school children and college
level students so far in different years, school buildings
construction and emergency response as well as semi permanent shelter construction during major earthquake in
Nepal in 2015. We are very much proud to be associated with LOMEF as it is the
foundation of ARF Nepal and expecting continuous support for children’s education and
humanitarian activities in Nepal in the coming days too.
Finally, I wish grand success of 20th Anniversary and hope LOMEF will be able to
celebrate many more years so that it can bring the positive changes to the lives of
children and people of least developed communities around the globe.
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Ms. Chamely Begum
Program Coordinator, Mahakamal K.G School, Bangkok Pre-cadet Academy & NAF Junior
High School, Joypurhat, Bangladesh.
I am very glad to know about the publication of this booklet on
LOMEF 20th Anniversary. I cordially greet and thank to all
establishers, former and present coordinators of this
organization.
My firm belief is that LOMEF is keeping a great contribution in
the field of education to build up honest, worthy and enlightened
persons. By the financial help of LOMEF, NAF has set up some
educational institutions where the underprivileged children of
remote pastoral areas of Bangladesh get chance to achieve
education free of cost. Among the institutions, Mahakamal K.G
School, Bangkok Pre-Cadet Academy and NAF Junior High School, are some to mention.
After passing class five and eight from these institutions, many students are being
admitted to different renowned government and non-government institutions to achieve
higher education.
Meanwhile three brick-built schools have been built to give education to the students in
a good environment and it is being done only by the financial help of LOMEF. Now in the
NAF Junior High School another brick-built building is under construction. After the
construction of this building, many poor and underprivileged students will get chance to
receive standard education in a friendly atmosphere and it is our expectation. We hope
LOMEF will keep continuing its generous support in the future as well.

Ms. Julie Nguyen
Vietnam
On behalf of students, teachers and communities namely
Songhinh, Dongxuan and Sonhoa of Phuyen province in Vietnam,
l would like congratulate LOMEF, its sponsors and the staff
members of both LOMEF and ARF on this great occassion of
20th.Anniversary.
We pray and hope that LOMEF Will continue to gain strength
and expand program to help deserving students in Vietnam and
other countries. Though I can not join the Anniversay but l wish
a great success.

About My Country and My Ambition
My name is Trideb Paudel. I am 8 years old. I live in Kathmandu.
My School's name is Gyankunj Higher Secondary School. My
father's name is Tilottam Paudel and My Mother's name is Debaki
Acharya. My father is a Social worker and my mother is a
government officer.
My country name is Nepal. It is situated in between India and
China. It is very beautiful country with highest peak of the world,
LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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it called Mount Everest. It is the birthplace of Lord Buddha. So, it is very famous in the
world. It has 7 provinces, 14 zones, 77 districts and 753 local level government. Our
country Prime Minister name is K.P. Oli and President name is Bidhya Devi Bhandari. It
has big palate of religious and ethnic groups, 123 languages and 125 ethnic groups. So, it
is very reach country in different religions and ethnic groups. I love my country very
much.
My ambition is to become an Aeronautic Engineer because to earn more money and
distribute the poor people and help the poor children for their education. I like to export
and sell new design's airplane and helicopter to earn foreign currency. As well as I would
like to make good air ambulance and rescue the sick people from different part of Nepal.
So, I would like to become an aeronautic engineer.
Thank you.

JOURNEY OF LOMEF
By Kiran Bohara
Current Co-ordinator, LOMEF
Our journey started in 1998 when Lorraine Robinson Education
Fund (LOREF) was established in the memory of Lorraine Joyce
Robinson, a great mother and a renowned teacher from the
United States of America who devoted her life for the betterment
of children beyond her national border by extending helping
hands to other continents. In the year 2003, the fund in memory
of Maeve Coughlan, also a proud mother and famous singing
teacher from Ireland, joined and the fund became the Lorraine
Robinson and Maeve Coughlan Education Fund (LOMEF). Both
the women devoted their lives to the betterment of children
beyond their national borders and extended a helping hand to other continents.
LOMEF’s first ever support was to a local initiative to provide informal teaching to the
children of working mothers and widows of Joypurhat Bangladesh. The community had
no cultivable land and depended solely on daily wages during planting and harvesting
crops and women as a house maid and in the field with minimum income. Very often when
the women were out, the children in the house were left deserted with no care and
learning opportunity. Thus, LOMEF started with a volunteer female teacher and initiated
the children care and learning process in a rented room. While initially the family
members were hesitant, however gradually they became
more aware and interested. Students used to sit in the
floor and participate in simple games and songs. They
also learnt words and numbers. It was great to see their
confidence increasing. By the second year the number
increased from 28 to 54 making a new teacher to
appoint and rent another room. Parents and community
members were invited to discuss about the work of the
care center and receive feedback. The learning center
10
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became a kind of forum to discuss family problems and later became a good place for
community dialogue on matters to community problem and build awareness about
children and women’s right. The local informal teaching center became nursery school
and transformed in to a primary school and now it has been expanded to a Junior School.
LOMEF support further expanded to similar local initiatives in other parts of the world to
enable children from poor and vulnerable communities to access primary and secondary
level formal and non-formal education. Now, we have presence in South Asia, Southeast
Asia and East Africa. LOMEF is currently supporting communities in 13 countries with
ARF partner NGOs, Alumni and local communities. The support includes school materials
such as bags, books, stationary and uniforms, rental payments for school facilities,
salaries for teachers and volunteer allowances.
LOMEF also started to support poor, bright and deserving students with scholarship to
attain higher school and university education. In addition to the above, LOMEF extends
humanitarian assistance to the disaster affected families and communities. In 2014,
LOMEF expanded its activities to Africa building a nursery school in rural Uganda. Over
the years, it has secured access to education for 25,967 children in 14 different countries
namely: Bangladesh, Cambodia, Egypt (for Syrian refugee children), India, Myanmar,
Pakistan, Philippines, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Laos, Indonesia, Uganda and Vietnam.

LOMEF PROGRAMS AT-A-GLANCE (2010 – 2018)
Year

Number of Projects

Number of Countries

Number of Beneficiaries

2018

32

12

6057

2017

26

13

3342

2016

23

12

2,926

2015

23

11

2,709

2014

24

11

2,950

2013

20

10

2,792

2012

14

09

1,516

2011

16

09

2,482

2010

10

08

1,193

In 2019, LOMEF has agreed to support 34 projects in 13 countries and expect to reach
more than 6,500 beneficiaries with the allocated amount of US $ 260,000.

LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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Current Working Countries - LOMEF

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Nepal, Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Laos, Philippines, Indonesia and Uganda

LOMEF’S MAIN AREA OF WORKS

Individual
Scholarship

Teacher’s
Salary

Children’s
Education

School
Construction
and Improvement
of Facilities
12

Educational
Aid
LOMEF 20th Anniversary

Educational Aid
Many children cannot attend school simply
because their parents cannot afford the
basic requirement to attend schools. This is
mostly in rural communities where LOMEF
has been supporting since a long time.
LOMEF supports these poor and deprived
children to enroll and continue their
education in pre-school, formal school and
after school classes. LOMEF provides
school uniform and other essentials such
as bags, books and other essentials for the deserving students of government supported
or community schools.

Teacher’s Salary Support
LOMEF has supported to establish community schools in such areas where the government
has not or cannot establish a school. These schools do not usually have a government
funded teacher. To run the school LOMEF provides partial teacher’s salary to those partner
school constructed and run by community, family or individual philanthropist. LOMEF also
takes into consideration the sustainability aspect of such projects with fine assurance that
these services can be self-sustained in some years. Currently, LOMEF provides teacher’s
salary to the 92 teachers and volunteers of community schools in Bangladesh, Sri-Lanka,
India, Myanmar, Philippines, Cambodia, Indonesia and Uganda.

School Construction and Improvement of Facilities
One of LOMEF’s important supports is in
the development of infrastructure of
community schools initiated and supported
by LOMEF. This also includes upgrades of
the dilapidated structures which allow both
safety and comfort to students coming
from very poor communities. The support
includes building materials, labor charge
for construction, furniture (bench, desk
etc) and chalk boards. LOMEF has
extended its support to school construction in Bangladesh, Uganda, Nepal and the
Philippines.
LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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Individual Scholarship
The major objective of the scholarships is
to enable potential, committed and bright
students, both girls and boys from rural
and urban low-income families to achieve
higher education. The program covers
partial financial support and scholarship
amounts varying according to the level of
studies and their duration. The supported
cash is used by the students to pay fee, or
purchase books and other educational
materials or rental expenses.

Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response
LOMEF, in collaboration with ARF partners, has been providing assistance during the
massive humanitarian crises in different countries. After the massive Earthquake in Nepal

14
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in 2015, LOMEF funded to provide emergency relief materials to the earthquake affected
families. Later it supported the affected families to build semi-permanent houses in
Kathmandu and Dhading districts. Similarly, LOMEF funded to deliver emergency food
packs and starter kits to the Rohingya children in Bangladesh after the refugee crisis.

Health Care Initiatives
In remote rural areas like Kalai in Joypurhat district of Bangladesh, poor and low-income
families could not afford health services from private practitioners. In respond to the
local needs, with the funding support from LOMEF, Nomijan-Aftabi Foundation (NAF) has
constructed a community hospital in a remote village named Harunja. The hospital has
outdoor services for pregnant mothers, child care, diabetic treatment and indoor services
for those who need special care. Over the last one year 1,440 patients have received
treatment with medicine subsidy funded by LOMEF. The beneficiaries were the rural
poor women and men, widows, children, elderly people and children with disability. There
are currently three physicians (two medicine specialists and one pediatrician) providing
treatment to the patients.

LOMEF 20th Anniversary
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PROGRAM PARTNERS’ REFLECTIONS ON LOMEF ACTIVITIES
Sr. Lydia M. Collado, RSCJ
Program Director of SHIFT Foundation
'Let the little children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to
such as these that the kingdom of God belongs.” Mark 10:14
For us at the Sacred Heart Institute for Transformative Education
(SHIFT) Foundation, Inc., the 20th Anniversary of LOMEF is about
letting the “children come” to experience and help build the
Kingdom of God on earth. Our national hero, Dr. Jose Rizal said
that “the young people are the hope of the nation”. We need to
start with our children as early as possible. Education outside of
home and family begins when children goes to interact with other
children and adult. In the Philippines, we call it a nursery school,
ages 3-4 years old. In Northern Samar, as part of our mission as Religious of the Sacred
Heart (RSCJ), “to discover and reveal the love of the Sacred Heart of Jesus through our
mission of education”, we have the Sacred Heart Learning Center (SHLC) that started 15
years ago. LOMEF has been supporting SHLC for about 14 years now. Tony Coughlan
visited SHLC on its early years and continuously gives the necessary support ever since.
When SHLC was still located in a nearby coastal area where there was no nursery school,
LOMEF supported the construction of a one-room school building and provided support
for the allowances/salaries of our teachers, school supplies and other needs. Two years
ago, SHLC was transferred to a still simple venue, but more conducive for the children.
SHLC is now at Sophie’s Farm, the home of SHIFT Foundation, towards a more integrated
formation and education to children from nearby poor coastal communities. LOMEF
willingly supported a better educational environment for the children, in a farm set-up
where SHIFT holds its office, so a better follow-up of the program can be done. Needless
to say, that hundreds of children, their parents and families, have been benefitting from
the quality-nursery education at SHLC.
Moreover, the parents and families of our pupils also receive monthly formation. The
topics vary from good parenting, family life, nutrition, income-generating projects to
other activities that can enhance self-growth and development. They participate in caring
for the SHLC pupils by taking turns in cooking on feeding days of their children who are
given “supplementary feeding” 2 to 3 times a week. We have many malnourished pupils,
so proper nutrition with meat, vegetables and fruits are served by SHLC. The parents also
get involved in community service initiated by SHIFT, like proper waste management,
dialogue and community participation, disaster-risk management and other works
towards a better community.
Time wise, the SHLC children come to school for 10 months in a year, in three batches
during the day, 5 times a week, with 2.5 hours each day. We have three teachers, and
occasional volunteer teachers on practicum, who facilitate a Montessori- style of
teaching at SHLC. For the contents and methods, the lessons are adapted to the needs
and capacity of the children and the available facilities that we have. The RSCJ – SHIFT
want a well-rounded education for the kids, in a very participative way. The kids have
their physical education day when do gardening with natural vegetable raising, feeding
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the ducks, caring for dogs and cats, and other environmental awareness. One of their
projects is making cushions out of recycled plastics. To prepare for the future, for two
years now, we have a teacher to whom we gave a scholarship to study Master of Arts in
Early Childhood Care and Development. For her thesis, she will conduct activities with
the children using upcycled materials for play and other learning activities.
In addition, special occasions are celebrated by SHLC: United Nations Day, Nutrition
Month, Christmas Family Celebrations, Liturgical Year Celebrations, Love Month - Little
Mr. and Little Ms. Valentines. On every occasion, the parents participate from the
preparations and execution of activities. The children emerge from each event a more
knowledgeable, confident, loving, responsible, hopeful and healthy kids, among other
benefits.
All in all, our children are taught the lessons, skills, values, discipline, appreciation and
need of faith in God as they learn prayers together. SHLC also inculcates love for the
country as the children learn and sing the Philippine National Anthem, the lyrics of which
call us to greater love and service for the Philippines. All this are done according to their
age level capacity.
As SHLC is supported by the RSCJ, with other groups and individuals who believe that our
children are the future and hope of the world, we cannot deny that LOMEF, through the
Asian Resource Foundation (ARF), champions the very generous, sincere and genuine
care for our indigent children. Northern Samar is now the third poorest province in the
Philippines. But with SHLC and the support of LOMEF, we can remain hopeful. We cannot
solve all the problems around us, but we can do “some little things at a time” with our
“little children”.
We will remain grateful to you all, dear Tony and Kathy Coughlan and to your whole
family, especially your parents, wherever they are in the life after. They raised you to be
the people who care for those in need, especially the poor children. Your parents must be
so happy and proud of both of you.
Thank you, too, dear Brother Abdus Sabur and to all at ARF for continuously facilitating
the help to SHIFT Foundation.
We cannot thank you enough, but we include you in our loving prayers. God bless us all.
May LOMEF continue to be prosperous and blessed by God as it pursues its mission to
share blessings to many.

Mr. Nesar Ahmed
Secretary, Social Service Trust, India
I feel extreme pleasure to be here among you distinguished
LOMEF dignitaries in this palace. On this occasion of celebrating
20th Anniversary of LOMEF, I extend my congratulations to all of
you. A period of 20 years is not small in the life of an organization.
We enjoyed this period in the benefit of poor children of the
world.
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As an organization in India, we are very much thankful to
LOMEF/ARF as it stood with our efforts of educating those
children whose fate was to become child labor even at playing
and learning age of 10 years or like. These children belong to the
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poorest among the poor section, mostly from minority communities in remote areas of
Bihar state in India near the Nepal border. Normal course of the children of this
background is to start laboring by goat rearing of own family and then become to
house-boy servant of some rich families of their own villages or of nearby villages. When
children attain an age of 15, they do begin plan to become some garage mechanic or to fly
to big cities to work as daily labor. If girl, they do not have any dream. They are bound to
work for their family. This is the taboo. So was the case with the villages where our
organization Social Services Trust (SST) was working since some years back. We saw that
despite multi-dimensional efforts of the government, neither parents nor children are
very much interested in quality education. Most of them are enrolled in schools but they
do not attend classes, better they attend Quran reading and not more. After two to five
years of wasting time of such schooling, they drop their study and opt for wage earning.
Of course, the community was impressed with observing the outer world which is getting
momentum with the current development processes. The community was thinking lots
for educating their children but the parents themselves do not have the skill of caring
their children for education. SST smelled this dismal situation and decided to do
counseling the parents in the regard. SST was lucky to get positive response from
communities especially from youths. Everyone was ready to have a good school in
sub-conscious mind and was ready to contribute a part of the expenses, but no one had
an idea of starting that.
On sincere and committed efforts of need assessment through community for
community, a motivation process began to take shape to decide in establishing a school
for their children of their own. Youths accepted the challenge of running the school by
offering their services as teachers. Some good-hearted people contributed local
construction material. SST did alike. A school started. The community gave it a name
“IQRA COMMUNITY SCHOOL”. This became a miracle. Parents became sensitive. They
began preparing their children to attend school in clean dresses. First phase was very
much encouraging.
Now, the burden of running the school fell on the shoulders of SST. SST has to keep
people’s momentum strong as ever. SST was worried about the expenses of reading and
learning material besides the great recurring expense of giving some honorarium to
youths giving free services to the school.
It was this crucial moment; SST found LOMEF/ARF stand with us. It accepted our request
to support our efforts by meeting the expenses of honorarium to teachers. The biggest
fear of closing our effort was thus eliminated with timely support from LOMEF/ARF.
Now, we became courageous to find options of meeting other expenses of the school.
This courage did come from without the support of LOMEF/ARF. Our school is running
successfully now despite several hardships in meeting other costs.
We feel proud to say that almost 100% attendance of children is there in our school. They
come in clean dress. They learn in congenial atmosphere. They complete their education
in pre-designed manner. They are leaving their dirty habits and learning good habits.
Children are looking different in comparison to the children reading in government
schools. It is also remarkable that parents often come to school and thank teachers for
their sincerity, though we hold regular parents meeting.
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I feel pleasure again to say that the story of our successful result of this school reached
to other areas. Several people came to this organization to replicate similar school in their
area. But, we know our limitations. We cannot do it everywhere; neither LOMEF/ARF has
enough resources in this regard. As organization, we can put innovative example, but it is
also a must to replicate successful efforts at different place in different situation to
ascertain the processes of getting that results if it is to be made a worldwide example. So,
one effort in slum area of sub-urban part of Darbhanga town was done. A school is
running in similar process that was adopted in our previous school at Sothgaon village in
Madhubani district. We have requested LOMEF/ARF to provide us similar support. We
believe that LOMEF/ARF will give the support again very soon.
We believe that children getting support from LOMEF/ARF will grow into a good citizen
and contribute making the nation developed where no child get further difficulties in
getting their childhood. SST also hopes that we will jointly proceed to make the world
better.

BENEFICIARIES SUCCESS STORIES
Md. Rahmatullah and his sons
Bihar, India
Rahmatullah is a labor. He is 42 years old only, but he has 5 children. His wife is 35 years
old and she is also a household servant. Md. Rahmatullah is a bit semi-skilled labor. He
normally gets employment in brick making industry. His wife is a house cleaner. She
works for four hours. Md. Rahmatullah and his wife make bidi in spare time. Thus, their
families pull on their life anyway. Both are illiterate, dirty living and unhealthy. The lady is
anemic. They have a small thatched cottage. Children care goats and cocks and play along
the day. Neyaz Ansari of 10 years age and Reyaz Ansari of 8 years age are studying in
government school, all for name shake, but they do not attend the school regularly.
Normally, they remain in the home and spend time playing with other similar type of
children. Of course, these two brothers often helped their parents in bidi making work
and thus learning the skill. Parents never bothered if their children are getting education
or not. This was the situation before SST started IQRA COMMUNITY SCHOOL at
Sothgaon village in Madhubani district.
During opening process of the school, Rahmatullah was present in almost all community
meetings. He was observing everything with curiosity and dreaming good education for
their children. When the construction of school building was being done, Rahmatullah
labored hard. He volunteered his labor and did not charge any payment. When the school
started, Rahmatullah was the first person to come and request to admit his children into
the school. His wife was with him. Children were looking different. They were clean
dressed. Other community people were seeing the change. Rahmatullah said that he was
very much impressed with the process of opening the school. During community
meetings to open this school, Rahmatullah learnt the importance of education and
cleanliness and of good health. Positive talks changed Rahmatullah and a slow process of
positive change started in his family.
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Mrs. Nirmala Chaudhary, One of the Parents in Kapilvastu, Nepal
My Husband was working in the Middle East and he got
an accident and he died. We could not get any
compensation. I have two children and I have no any skills
and education, so I am doing wage labor to feed my
children. It was a huge relief for me to receive support for
my son from LOMEF/ARF. This means a lot to me during
my hard time. I really expect same kind of support from
other organizations and LOMEF/ARF in the future.

TESTIMONIALS FROM THE LOMEF SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
I have been a part of LOMEF/ARF for two years now. The amounts that I had
received in both the years had contributed a lot in my studies. Being a child
of a single mother, it was not possible for me to study in good colleges
without scholarships. With this scholarship, I could buy the stationery like
copies, pens and pencils and I could also use the money for my bus fare. The
scholarships that I have received from LOMEF/ARE further encouraged me
to study better and as a result I became a Tribhuvan University topper with
3.99 GPA in my first semester. I look forward to more involvement with the
ARF team so that it will further support me in my studies and also to be
encouraged to do better in my life. - Ms. Aasifa Pakhrin, student, BBA,
recipient of LOMEF scholarship 2017 and 2018, Nepal.
I would like to thank LOMEF/ARF for arranging this type of scholarship
program for students. I am very happy to be a part of this program. The
scholarship is helpful for my educational purpose. I hope the project will
expand in future to support more students like me in Bangladesh."
-Ali Rahat, recipient of LOMEF scholarship 2018, Bangladesh
Ali has just passed the HSC examination from Dhaka Residential Model
College, Dhaka and is preparing for his University admission examination..
I am very glad and encouraged by receiving LOMEF scholarship. My college
takes about one and a half hour by three transit bus stops. I have to manage
my expenses to cover my daily transportation, tuition fee, and buying books
and breakfast. This scholarship has come in use for all these crucial
expenses and in building my educational bridge to do my planned master's
degree. The scholarship exam questions were so good which taught us to
have clear vision, take challenges and help others in order to get better
education.
Mr.Lal Fan Thang, student, Diploma in English Language Teach-ing
Methodology at Yangon University of Education, Myanmar
Since I come from a poor family it is very difficult to arrange adequate
money for good food or to pay rent in Kathmandu with the money my
parents send from village. I often compromised with the food that I eat with
limited money. With LOMEF's education support I can now pay my exam
fees, purchase stationery and eat nutritious food like eggs”.
Mr. Smaran Aryal, student, Bachelor of Engineering, recipient of LOMEF
scholarship 2018, Nepal
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LOMEF began in 1999 with a contribution of US $ 1,666. It has grown to a contribution of
US $ 250,000 in 2018. Total contributions over twenty years are US $ 1,706,531. LOMEF
funds have been used for Educational Aid, Teacher’s Salary, Individual Scholarship,
Improvement of School Facilities/Construction, Humanitarian Assistance/ Disaster
Response, Health Care Initiatives and Dormitories.
Annex 1: An overview of LOMEF support in 2018

LOMEF/ARF Education Support Beneficiaries -2018

Individual
Scholarships
Bangladesh -45

Educational
Aid

Teacher’s
Salary

Nepal -100

Total school
children
benefitted-2666
7 countries*

Thailand -100
Laos -287

Nepal-28

Vietnam-200
Myanmar -5

Indonesia -33

Total teachers
supported -92
7 countries*

*Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Cambodia, Uganda, Myanmar and India

LOMEF/ARF Construction support -2018

Bangladesh

Uganda

Bangkok PreCadet Khetlal
construction

Primary School
Construction

Bangkok PreCadet Kujail
Construction

Class room
Furniture
Support

NAF
Community
Hospital

Second building
construction
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Philippines

Nepal

SHIFT
Roofing
construction

3 house
constructions
for
earthquake
affected
families
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Beneficiaries of humanitarian and other supports – 2018
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Rohingya
Baby Kits,
Bangladesh - 425

Patients in
NAF hospital,
Bangladesh -1,440

3 houses
Nepal-18
people-earth
quake affected

Sports facilities,
Kuleshwor School
Nepal -710
students
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